Part-time Adjunct Faculty
Art & Design Department
College of Arts & Sciences
Search #21ARTDESIGN

The University of New Haven’s College of Arts & Sciences invites applications for adjunct instructor positions in Interior Design for Spring 2021.

This position supports the instructional needs of the Art & Design Department in teaching. The instructor would teach undergraduate courses in Visual Communication, Studio I, and Special topics senior Studio V (commercial).

Preferred applicants must have a Master’s degree, possess at least one degree in Interior Design or Architecture and have at least two years relevant Interior Design and/or Architectural practice experience.

For Visual Communication, it is necessary that the applicant have a command of visual communication skills as they relate to designed environments, specifically hand and digital design visualization and presentation methods. Candidates holding NCIDQ certificate preferred.

For Studio I Residential Studio, it is necessary that the applicant have a command of creative thinking and design problem solving at the introductory level, including Interior design theory and concept development and their integration into the design process. Emphasis is placed on human behavior, dimensions and proxemics in the context of a project that explores socio–economic issues and cultural contexts. Candidates holding NCIDQ certificate preferred.

For Studio V, Senior Special Topics Commercial Studio, it is necessary that the applicant have a command of design thinking and innovation with emphasis on global issues and cultures, evidence-based research and design, interdisciplinary collaboration, and complex programming in the context of a large-scale educational and/or institutional facility. Candidates holding NCIDQ certificate preferred.

Submit an explanatory cover letter, curriculum vitae or resume, a one-page teaching statement including teaching experience, and two letters of reference via email to hsutherland@newhaven.edu. You may be asked to provide examples of your work if you are selected for an interview.

Search# 21ARTDESIGN
Human Resources Department
University of New Haven
300 Boston Post Road
West Haven, CT 06516

Electronic submission is strongly encouraged. Please include Search#21ARTDESIGN in the subject line of all emails to ensure proper delivery.

Interviews will be ongoing until positions are filled.

University of New Haven is an Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action Employer